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Current and important news from Bosch Rexroth

Stable, also in sea swells
The North Sea Giant, currently the largest ship for under-
water construction, rises and dips in waves +/- fifteen 
feet high. But the crane's several thousand ton load 
remains stable in the water. The pre-assembled oil pro-
duction module should be released onto the sea floor in a 
controlled fashion and be put into service. In addition, 
the Norwegian company AXTECH's special handling 
system uses an intelligent and energy efficient DC hyd-
raulic solution. 

A secondary-controlled driving system was implemented 
in the DC project in Ski, Norway and Lohr, Germany. If 
the ship travels into a trough, the hydraulic drives work 
with motors and wind rope up so that the oil production 
module doesn't hit the sea floor and sustain damage. But 
if the ship is followed by a crest, the drives unwind rope 
so that the load is not pulled away from the sea floor 
again. Here the drive works using a generator as a pump 
and the energy is recovered in a large hydraulic piston 
accumulator. 

“We can recover 70 percent of the energy and use it again 
for the next trough”, stresses Michael Teuteberg of 
DC-IA/STS22 technical sales support . “This in turn 
means that the installed capacity of the hydraulic power 
unit can be reduced accordingly.  That's 2,300 KW that 
AXTECH can save with the installed capacity.” 

The Special Handling System (photo on left) is 115 ft high 
and began operating early in the year. “We have installed 
40 nominal size 355 secondary units into the system”, 
stresses Lars Christian Haugerud of DC in Norway.  The 
Special Handling System was built in Finnland and 
brought across the Baltic Sea to Denmark in fall 2014, 
where it was assembled and mounted to the North Sea 
Giant. Lars Christian Haugerud: “AXTECH is very satis-
fied because the sea swell compensation works great 
under every load and operating condition.”


